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1. System Start [0:17]

2. Enter the Squirrel [0:52]

3. Shadowtail [1:02]

4. Forest [2:10]

5. Arctic [3:02]

6. Desert [2:22]

7. Alien [2:18]

8. Factory [2:44]

9. Machines [3:20]

10. Party [3:40]

11. This Beat is Nuts [Bonus Track] [1:24]
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This game is.. ok..

The main problem is with the game breaking bugs to be completely honest. Otherwise its sort of ok.. I wouldn't place it as a bad
game, but I wouldn't have be put at the best game.. There were some sections I would have literally not been able to complete
without online stuff and I've gotten some bugs that no one seems to get also. I literally had to cheat in order to beat the last part
of the game.. I've played as of writing this review about six minutes and I'm already like five levels into the game... that's how
short and ill-planned the levels are. There's very little effort involved in finding the key to the door \/ elevator or whatever it's
supposed to be to the next level. There are so many ammo and health drops there is absolutely no challenge to the game. Other
than a couple of doors in the way (that aren't even locked) it's pretty much a straight shot to the end of the map. So far I've
encountered two enemies: a soldier type that stands and fires and if they get close enough to you occasionally a glitch happens
where they cannot inflict damage, and a robot that fires a bit faster and has more health. Both enemies do so little damage it
hardly justifies the 20 or so health items in a map, and both enemies die so quickly it certainly doesn't justify the 50 or so
magazines worth of ammo you can find in each tiny map. From starting the game, the splash screen itself made it feel cheap as
it literally looks like a very poorly compressed .jpeg image circa 2000 from MS Paint. The music doesn't seem appropriate to
the game, a bit over the top metal that doesn't really fit the whole look and feel. I have also experienced a glitch where I can see
between the seams of walls into other rooms. This game feels rushed, and it's way too easy with there's virtually no challenge at
all. It's as if it was pushed out in a couple of weekends specifically to make some quick cash.. Fun little game, liked the 'gravity
boots' mechanic and the headache inducing loss of direction it caused, not a lot of games do it well.

While I haven't finished it yet (and it seems I might not have a lot longer from what the other reviews say?) I'd say it's worth the
price of it for a nice little time.. This game is very fun and challenging! This game is great for anyone who likes any sort of
video game. The two hours I played to beat this video game have been the best two hours of my life 11\/10 would play again.. a
video game for ugly fat people. If you like electronic music, this is the game for you.

The soundtrack is amazing, and the way it ties up with objects and creatures on and off screen is quite impressive.

The levels are masterfully designed and puzzles are not that complicated, so progression flows really well. I'd say the pacing is
perfect.

On the flip side, the game is a little short and the story is a bit silly. However, the entertaining gameplay more than makes up for
this.. Pretty fun game. Lots of things to do.
Fun combos to try out.
Kinda easy if you know weakness of enemy hordes but I never tried a higher difficulty then normal.
Much more fun coop than solo though. Nothing more fun than brutally slaughtering your team when they arent suspecting
anything!. Fun game but doesn't pack a lot content-wise :\/. great, but could be better... why dont you just put all the activities all
in one place...
and no time limit... that would be more awesome.
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A gem need polishing. You compete with other players on gaining fame and wealth over the seas. You need to be good at sea
combat but stratergies and business talents are more important. You can choose from various playstyles such as colony,
merchandising, beast hunting, bounty hunter, and of cource piracy. Multiplayer game would be fun and challenging although in
current version you can only play with your friends.

Played a few rounds with AIs and felt the game still need some balance tweaks. Below are a few balance suggestions for Devs:
1. Charactor balance, Scarlett with 20% speed is definitely the best starting character in the game. Loot and damage boost with
certain condition are just not so worthy (except damage on pirate). Pls buff others and add more diversites such as
firepower\/cooldown\/cargo space\/trading price\/manuever\/skill dmg etc.
2. Balance between pirate\/normal mode. Being a pirate should be risky, but its just too costly in current version. Here are some
easy tweaks. 1) Dock protection, the worst thing during the pirate life in this game is a dock ambush, which is stupid and
frustrating, especially when you get flamed the moment you fixed your ship. Please let AI ignore docked players. 2) Ruby price
should stay around 200, as a pirate you get a lot of rubies, the only luxury good in the game, which should have higher trading
value than other goods. Higher price volatility is acceptable but in my case my island buys ruby only for 50 and the pirate port
buys for 100, which really screwed things up cause as a pirate you cannot trade in other ports, and there is not enough storage
space for hoarding in early game.. This is brilliant piece of software. Very intuitive and polished. I don't understand why people
are so negative. N1 soft for photo editing in my pipeline!
Thanks guys!. The game shows a lot of promise... unfortunately it is not running very well. Actually it is not running at all...
On ubuntu 14.04 LTS with latest nvidia drivers it is unplayable. The screen locks up the moment I move my mouse (only menu
works). I can alt-tab out and it is responding for a brief second, then locks up again. I tried different drivers, I always have all
latest updates installed.
I was told by the developer to try the game on a different pc with ubuntu installed but having in mind that this is the only game
out of many that I played I think the idea is a bit ridiculous. Ubuntu 14.04 is a distro that is somewhat in the first league as far as
it comes to Linux and from what I can see this game has a very lousy support for Linux os.
Be warned if you are a Linux user - potentialy you are about to buy a product that you will not be able to use at all.. Pros:
Casual, no time limit etc. so you can take your time if you need to
Easy 100% for achievement hunters
Trading cards

Cons:
Level editor/workshop would be nice
Short and not very taxing (~25 minutes content)
Not particularly pleasant to look at
Not very aMAZEing

It's one of those games it would be nice to have a "neutral" rating, but considering the price, if you like easy achievements or
want a simple maze game that doesn't outstay its welcome, you can't really complain.. Subscribe to pewdiepie to help the bro
army and stay number 1!. This game is only hard because the physics are awful. why does it run so goddamn fast?. Good RPG
for 5$.
Use controller for this for best experience.. Atlus is one of my favorite publishers and developers. Hope they also put Persona
on PC, hell maybe some Shin Megami Tensei, but this game is great as well. As a port, I was not disappointed. As a game on its
own, it's really good if you enjoy puzzle games because that is the core mechanic. The story is engaging enough as well.
However, it shows its age in its limited choices that you can make even though there are still multiple endings. Regardless, I do
recommend you get this game because it is fun and enthralling.
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